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Abstract
Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) is one of the most popular methods for dimensionality reduction and visualization of high dimensional data. Apart from these tasks, it also found
applications in the field of geometry processing for the analysis and reconstruction of non-rigid shapes. In this regard, MDS can be thought of as a shape from metric algorithm,
consisting of finding a configuration of points in the Euclidean space that realize, as isometrically as possible, some given distance structure. In the present work we cast the least
squares variant of MDS (LS-MDS) in the spectral domain. This uncovers a multiresolution property of distance scaling which speeds up the optimization by a significant amount,
while producing comparable, and sometimes even better, embeddings.

LS Multidimensional Scaling

Stress Majorization

Subspace LS-MDS

The aim of LS-MDS is to find a Euclidean embedding
X ∈ RN ×m minimizing the stress

One simple algorithm for minimizing (1) is SMACOF [3].
Notice that (1) can be written alternatively as

Given an initial embedding X0 , our observation is that
δ ≡ X − X0 can be modeled as a p-bandlimited signal
(i.e. ”smooth”) on M0 . Under this model (1) turns into
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σ(X) = tr(X VX) − 2 tr(X B(X)X) +
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where dij is a measure of dissimilarity between two sample points i and j and wij ≥ 0 is a weight assigned to
the pairwise term between those samples.

where V and B(X) are given by
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The new update step in terms of α is
i 6= j
i=j
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αk+1 = argmin h(X0 + Φα, Xk )
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and Xk+1 = X0 + Φαk+1 .
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i 6= j, xi =
6 xj
i 6= j, xi = xj
i = j.
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We can define the following majorizing function for σ(X)
X
T
T
h(X, Z) = tr(X VX) − 2 tr(Z B(Z)X) +
wij d2ij .

O(N 2 + mp2 ) (O(p3 ))

Spectral SMACOF
We realize a good approximation of the displacement
field δ can be obtained by embedding only q ≈ 2p points,
min

α∈Rp×m

σ(SX0 + SΦα).

(6)

i<j
Example: 2D Euclidean embedding of a sphere with minimal metric distortion.

Being convex (quadratic) in X, the following iteration

Applications in Geometry Processing
In these applications we usually deform a given manifold
M0 in order to reduce some stress function.

Xk+1 = argmin h(X, Xk ) = V† Bk Xk
X

produces a monotonically non-increasing
sequence of stress values
σ(Xk+1 ) ≤ h(Xk+1 , Xk ) ≤ h(Xk , Xk ) = σ(Xk ).

where Sq×N is a sampling matrix. The new iteration is
αk+1 = argmin h(SX0 + SΦα, SXk )
α

†
= ΦT ST Vs SΦ ΦT ST (Bs k SXk − Vs SX0 ) ,
where Vs , Bs are the matrices defined in (3),(4) constructed only from the q sampled points. The final embedding is X∗ = X0 + Φα∗ . O(q 2 + mp2 ) (O(p3 ))

A 1-dimensional analogy (Noble identity)
Complexity per iter: O (N 2 +mN 2 ) (amortized O(N 3 )).
Shape synthesis [2]

Shape analysis [1]

Bandlimited Signals on Manifolds

Results

On the manifold M0 we can define a Laplace-Beltrami
operator ∆. A function f on M0 can be expanded in
terms of the eigenfunctions {φi }∞
i=1 of ∆, the analogue
∞
X
of the Fourier basis on a manifold, f =
αi φi . We
i=1

refer to signals for which αi = 0 ∀i > p as p-bandlimited.

CPU times of computing canonical forms from TOSCA (left-middle, 3400 vertices) and SCAPE (right, 12500 vertices). The dark blue line represents additional regular
SMACOF iterations. Left shape on each plot: X0 , the original shape. Right shapes: embeddings generated by spectral SMACOF (top) and regular SMACOF (bottom).

Some eigenfunction of ∆ on a manifold. As i increases
the functions oscillate more rapidly.
In the discrete setting, we denote the concatenation of
the first p out of N eigenvectors of ∆ by Φ ∈ RN ×p .
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Application of subspace LS-MDS to panoramic image retargeting. The image on the left is downscaled horizontally while enforcing monotonicity of the warp field and
trying to keep distances within the regions surrounded by red curves undistorted. This is a huge MDS problem that cannot be solved by standard methods.
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